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Power Lies
Within YOU
Kashish Jain articulates on the proceedings of
UNCSW
"The moral and the historical status of women has been chasen and improved alot in
denmark" delegate of denmark boldly stated.
Human trafficking is the trade of humans for the purpose of forced labour, sexual
slavery or commercial sexual exploitation for the trafficker or others. The delegate of
Israel bolstered his country by saying "Israel’s efforts have succeeded and trafficking
has been reduced" On the other hand, Iran made an offensive statement "human
trafficking is expanding so significantly that it has become the widest country of
exploitation in Asian". It was too soon for the moderated caucus to have started and
the heat had already started to build up when Afghanistan accused Israel of sexual
exploitation. The delegate of New Zealand came forward with male dominance in
every sphere prevalent while the delegate of Israel emphasized upon vulnerability of
woman. The delegate of India had a different point of view that the concurrent
century has welcomed women empowerment and growth.
"It is truly said that men are more powerful than women in physical terms but when it
comes to social or emotional power, women are more powerful"
~India
As the session proceeded, New Zealand promulgated "I think that in most of the
countries men are given more power and that's why literacy rate is low"- a viewpoint
that raised serious concerns among the delegates.

-Kashish Jain

UNGA

-Kriti

Anti racism is racism
(By- Unnati)
The day started off with labelling racism as a wave of
hatred which is inacceptable and must not be tolerated. The whole committee was
all ears to a deliverance by the delegate of United kingdom highlighting the
various important facts and essentially the racism crisis. The delegate of
Australia bolstered the world requirement of encouraging more people from
minorities and ethnicities to perform in various institutional and structural
programmes. The delegates showed a special concern towards education as it is
the most important factor by which racism can be decreased.

Further all the delegates shared more emphasis on the
cultural diversity and the involvement of women from backward areas. The delegate
of Republic of Korea raised a crucial point of racism being a gradual process. The
delegate of Australia necessitated on the adoption of a new framework to prevent
the victims of racism from suffering and discrimination.

Amessage from the board

International press is a body that is able to deliver justice to the right to speech and expression granted
to the very people of this democracy by voicing out their concerns and grievances in the most
notable manner, henceforth becoming one of the most important pillars concurrent. The responsibility
endowed by this very position of the Head of International Press that I was privileged to get at Glengaze
was to carry forward the legacy of the International Press that I was bestowed with and not what it has
been modeled into today. During this time of pandemic, it becomes all the more important to vent out
feelings the way you like: writing being one of them for ambiverts like me, which further amplified the
responsibilities attached to this body I headed in the month of October. The journalists have given their
best to project their opinions in a manner that not just depicted their concern towards the issue but
also gave a strong message to the readers invoking patriotism and sense of duty within them, qualities
that are utterly lacking today.

HAPPY READING!!!!!!!!
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